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Cartier:
Expanding the circumstances in which intermediaries can be required to take action
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► Key Issues

 Do the courts have the power to make website blocking orders in respect of IP rights 
other than copyright?

 If so, what criteria apply to the exercise of that power?

 If the power is exercised, who should bear the costs of implementing the order?

Cartier Explained
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Target Site Example
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Case History
11 Nov & 5 Dec 2014: Blocking orders granted by Arnold J
Dec 2014: ISPs file appeal in respect of both blocking orders
6 July 2016: Court of Appeal dismisses appeal

Key Legislation
 S. 37(1) SCA: the court may grant an injunction where it is “just and convenient to do so”
 Art. 11 Enforcement Directive: 

“Member States shall ensure that rightholders are in a position to apply for an    injunction against intermediaries 
whose services are used by a third party to infringe an intellectual property right”

Confirms
 the court’s jurisdiction to grant injunctions against intermediaries whose services are used to infringe trade marks
 implementation costs to be borne by the ISPs (issue of costs subject to further appeal)

Cartier Explained
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Key findings: Jurisdiction
 The court’s equitable power is not limited by precedent - this would “impose a straightjacket”
 Art. 11 provides a principled basis for developing the practice of the court in connection with the grant of injunctions 
 UK courts must recognise blocking orders as a new category of case in which an injunction may be granted

Threshold conditions satisfied
 ISPs are intermediaries
 ISPs’ services allowed UK consumers to access the target websites
 ISPs’ services were used by the site operators to:

- communicate offers for sale of counterfeit goods to UK consumers 
- make the agreements to sell and supply the counterfeit goods

 ISPs were “inevitable and essential actors in those infringing activities”
 ISPs had actual knowledge that their services were being used to infringe the claimants’ trade marks

Applicable principles & proportionality
 The remedy must: be necessary; be effective; be dissuasive; not be unnecessarily complicated or costly; avoid barriers 

to legitimate trade; be fair, equitable and strike a fair balance between applicable fundamental rights; and be 
proportionate

Cartier: Court of Appeal
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Costs regime under s. 97A Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988
Establishes that:
 the rightholder bears the costs of an unopposed application; monitoring the locations of the target websites once 

blocked; and notifying the ISPs of any updates
 ISPs bear the costs of implementing the blocking order

Key findings
 ISPs to bear implementation costs 
 Art. 11 to be viewed as part of a broader legislative scheme 
 Implementation costs to be regarded as a cost to the ISPs of doing business
 Briggs LJ (dissenting):

- rightholder should bear implementation costs (by analogy to Norwich Pharmacal/Bankers Trust orders) 
- agreed capital costs incurred in respect of blocking systems should be borne by ISPs 

Supreme Court Appeal
 Appeal brought by BT & EE on the issue of costs to be heard in January 2018

Cartier: Costs
Costs – key findings
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A new form of worldwide relief against online infringement
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The Essential Questions of EquustekBuilding Capabilities for 
Growth

– Can Google be ordered to stop returning search 
results for a company unlawfully selling the 
intellectual property of another company?

– Can the order apply to all of Google’s search 
engines worldwide?
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The Facts of Equustek

– Plaintiff manufactures 
networking devices for 
complex industrial 
equipment. It has a 
worldwide market.

– Distributor covered over 
Plaintiff’s name and passed 
off the products as its own. 
Distributor then designed 
competing product using 
stolen trade secrets. It used 
Plaintiff’s logo to sell the 
knocked-off product.
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The Lawsuit
Plaintiff sues for (a) misappropriation of confidential information, (b) reverse passing off, 
(c) breach of contract.

Distributor flees to Mexico and then Argentina, and continues to sell infringing devices 
worldwide via an array of websites and shell companies. Court issues injunction with 
worldwide scope. It is ignored. Contempt order follows. It too is ignored.

Google asked to take down infringing sites. It refuses to go beyond page-by-page 
removals on the google.ca platform. Court describes this as a “whack-a-mole” solution.

Plaintiff seeks injunction against Google to enforce underlying worldwide orders.

Google not accused of infringement
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Google’s Arguments

– Google says that it is an “innocent stranger” 
that cannot be “deputized… in an effort to 
assist frustrated plaintiffs”.

– Google alleges it is being “compelled… 
to intentionally mislead users worldwide in 
its search results about the existence of 
relevant and publicly accessible websites,” 
thus infringing its speech rights as well as 
those of users. 

– Google argues that order is unenforceable 
in USA under Communications Decency Act 
and due process grounds
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Rightsholder Arguments

– Equitable jurisdiction is “of great width and elasticity”. It has 
long conferred authority to issue orders binding on non-
parties (e.g. through Norwich and Mareva orders).

– Search engines are not mere bystanders, but gather and 
organize data and lead users to infringing sites. They clearly 
facilitate breaches.

– The underlying order follows the wrongdoer across borders; 
an Equustek order should be of the same scope.

– A country-by-country approach makes relief 
practically unattainable.

– Google treats all Internet information as expression worthy of 
the highest standard of protection, as if all sites were part of 
one giant electronic newsroom. Counterfeit sites aren’t 
newsrooms.
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The Supreme Court Decision
– Google facilitates irreparable harm by leading purchasers directly to 

the infringing website. It is the “determinative player in allowing the 
harm to occur”.

– Relief may be ordered against non-parties who are so involved in 
the wrongful acts of others that they facilitate the harm. They have a 
duty to assist the person wronged.

– Court rejects argument that “freedom of expression requires the 
facilitation of the unlawful sale of goods”.

– Injunction does not require Google to monitor content on the 
Internet, and is only a slight expansion from existing practices.
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Supreme Court on the Borderless Internet

The problem in this case is occurring online and globally. The Internet has no 
borders — its natural habitat is global. The only way to ensure that the… injunction 
attained its objective was to have it apply where Google operates — globally. 

There is no realistic assertion that the… order will offend the sensibilities of any 
other nation. It has not been suggested that the order prohibiting the defendants 
from advertising wares that violate the intellectual property rights of the plaintiffs 
offends the core values of any nation.

– Google free to return to Canadian court if has evidence that complying with the injunction 
would require it to violate the laws of another jurisdiction

– Moving party not required to demonstrate, country by country, that such an order is 
legally permissible
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California Order

– Google LLC v. Equustek Solutions Inc. 2017 WL 5000834 
(Nov 2, 2017). California court issues order enjoining Equustek
from enforcing order against Google.

– California order of questionable authority; does it undermine 
strategy of obtaining de-indexing orders against US search 
engines? See Barry Sookman, US court thumbs its nose at 
Supreme Court of Canada: Google v Equustek. 

– “Equustek orders” as important as Mareva injunctions, 
Anton Piller & Norwich orders.

– Remedy against “innocent” intermediary & scope of “equitable 
protective jurisdiction” will evolve over time.
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Potential uses of “Equustek orders”
– Cyber security, hacking, privacy/data breaches on global scales e.g., Sony, Equifax, Yahoo, 

Panama & Paradise Papers, botnets

– Theft of confidential information

– Counterfeiters, brand infringers, passing off, online disparagement

– Corporate impersonation/fraud including bank/credit card fraud, website phishing schemes

– Online copyright pirates – including illegal streaming & download sites

– Defamation including against businesses

– Illegal gambling sites

McCarthy Tétrault LLP / mccarthy.ca / 22
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Potential uses of “Equustek orders”

Websites, online servers, 
IP addresses Social media sites  

ISPs site blocking Domain name registrars

Search engines 
delisting orders Payment processors

Web hosts takedown 
orders

$
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Potential uses of “Equustek orders”
– Hassell v Bird 247 Cal.App.4th 1336 (Cal.C.A. June 7, 2016) (Review Granted September 21, 

2016) – defamation removal order against Yelp. See also Fierro Calcedo v Google Inc
(Judgment T-063A/17) (Columbia Constitutional Court). 

– U.S. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(d)(2)(C), a court may enjoin any “persons who are in 
active concert or participation with” a party; broad powers under All Writs Act.

– Arista Records, LLC v. Tkach, S.D.N.Y., (June 3, 2015) - Cloudflare ordered to cease providing 
domain name services to grooveshark.

– American Chemical Society v Sci-HUB (Civ. Action No 1:1 7cv0726 (LMB/JFA) (E.D. Vir. Nov. 
3, 2017) – injunction against ISPs, search engines, domain name registrars.

– Microsoft Corp v. Does 1-8, No. A13CV1014 SS (W.D. Tex. Nov. 25, 2013) - use of the All Writs 
Act against ISPs, hosting providers, and domain name registrars to stop a botnet.

McCarthy Tétrault LLP / mccarthy.ca / 24
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Potential uses of “Equustek orders”
– X v Twitter Inc [2017] NSWSC 1300 (28 September 2017) - a global takedown order against 

Twitter to prevent publication of information that was being  published by a third party in breach of 
confidence. 

– CG v Facebook Ireland Limited [2016] NICA 42 (21 December, 2016) injunction ordering 
Facebook to remove a site used to harass an individual and which involved the misuse of private 
information. 

– Autorité des marchés financiers v. PlexCorps, 2017 QCTMF 88, - order against Facebook to 
shut down accounts of Plexcorps and Plexcoin for soliciting Quebec investor in contravention of 
Quebec’s securities laws.

McCarthy Tétrault LLP / mccarthy.ca / 25
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Potential uses of “Equustek orders”
– De-indexing orders have been against search engines in the EU

– Privacy rights 

– Max Mosley cases in France and Germany. 
See, Barry Sookman Internet justice: Mosley v Google 

– “Right to be forgotten”,  Google Spain SL, Google Inc. v. Agencia Española de Protección
de Datos, Mario Costeja González, C-131/12 [2014], CURIA

– Copyright  APC v. Auchan Telecom, 11/60013, Judgment (28 November 2013) 
(Tribunal de Grande Instance de Paris).

McCarthy Tétrault LLP / mccarthy.ca / 26
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What’s next?Growth

– Jurisdictional and multi-jurisdictional scope?

– Multiple targets/ multiple sites?

– Multiple plaintiffs?
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:

Application to Online 
Platforms
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:: Key platforms | Marketplaces

165 unique online marketplaces

50 territories

Over 80% of all issues for 
a client are focussed on the 

top 10 platforms Many of the top 10 
platforms are in China
and Southeast Asia

50% of the problem 
in China relates to 
Alibaba Group 

platforms

Platforms generally have a predefined 
format for notices of infringement 
and dedicated teams

Time is taken educating platforms 
on more complex matters such as 
design infringements
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19 social media platforms

including Snapchat and WeChat

~7% of posts detected 
with a brand name concern 
commercial activity

Closed groups and 
‘private’ accounts 
are a key issue for brands

Bot generated accounts 
mean infringers move quickly 

when taken down

Some platforms remove a whole user 
account will but others will only take 
down posts one at a time

Tracking and clustering 
identifiers between accounts, 
such as phone numbers, helps to 
find repeat infringers

Key platforms | Social Media
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6 methods of discovery  
including image and newly registered
domain names

68% of all domains 

detected are .com

Privacy protection services 
are used by 
~21% of domain registrants

Some hosts and registrars remove a 
website quickly and without issue 
but others will only take a website 
down with a court order

Asking for disclosure of the 
user’s information and lodging 
WHOIS inaccuracy complaints 
can help with some of these 
challenges

: Key platforms | Websites
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5 search engines 
covering the major languages of the world

Google has a 86.9% 
market share globally

Baidu has around a 

1% share globally but 

76% within China

Delisting notices can be sent for 
copyright infringement but 

not for trademark issues

Visibility of websites can be 

measured by combining search 
engine position and traffic 
metrics to determine the most 
important

: Key platforms | Search engines
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:

Thoughts on the future of 
enforcement
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:: A typical enforcement issue

Action against the whole network 
for most effective results:

47 Websites (27 Active)

17 Email addresses

4 Facebook profiles 

3 Skype accounts

3 WhatsApp accounts

3 Twitter accounts

3 Google+ account

1 Pinterest account

1 YouTube account

1 LinkedIn Profile

1 Marketplace store

1 Company
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:

Questions?
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